
Home Series P7 & P7 Plus

Your putting studio at home



“The best practice at home  
you can get, seriously!”

Hannah Gregg, Professional Golfer



Your private  
putting studio,  
all in one system

Transform your home into an 
immersive, interactive putting 
studio. Get the best of the 
original PuttView features suited 
for every golfer. Discover even 
more of the PuttView world by 
choosing the P7 Plus.



Two options to fulfill your needs

The basic version of the P7 is designed for home 
users who want to have more fun during their putting 
practice. Improve your putting in the morning and 
invite some friends over for some fun and interactive 
games in the evening. 

PuttView P7

Get everything that you like about the P7 but with 
a more professional touch. Create your individual 
practice sessions, analyze yourself and improve  
in no time! If you are an ambitious golfer or an  
aspiring golf pro, this is the perfect setup for you! 

PuttView P7 Plus



Designed to  
upgrade your home 

Keeping it simple while maintaining 
high-quality standards is the key to 
our P7 Home Series. Every layer of  
the self-assembly unit is specifically  
designed to bring the best possible  
putting experience into your home. 



A solid base  
for your success 

The base layer of the Home Series  
compensates irregularities in the  
floor or the surface it is placed on.  
It is a vital element for an accurate  
calibration of your PuttView system. 



Rely on the trustful 
foundation  

This high tech Styrofoam layer contains 
the contours of your putting green and is 
placed on top of the base. The puzzle form 
design makes it easy for you to assemble at 
home. Additionally, the material is extremly 
durable and self-repairing. Meaning, that 
even if you step on a ball the Styrofoam will 
return to its original form. 



Like a real putting green

Our P7 Home Series will blend into your 
home like a nice piece of furniture, while 
providing you with true tournament 
conditions at home. The turf is easy to 
care for and runs at 11 stimp, creating the 
perfect surrounding to take your putting  
to the next level. 



Everything in place 

The tower cabinet is home to the  
electronic components of PuttView. 
Neatly hidden behind a sleek, 
modern-looking mesh-material that 
blends in perfectly with the other 
parts of the PuttView system. 



Just one touch away

The system comes with a tablet which is your 
remote control for PuttView. With a touch of 
your finger you can choose between various 
practice scenarios, change the visuals on the 
green, and switch between holes.



Make your imagination 
come to life 

A projector is used to visualize all data points 
of any chosen putt onto the green. It makes 
elements of the putt such as the Ideal Line or 
Aiming Line visible to you without any additional 
gear or tool necessary. The Ball Tracking camera, 
located above the projector, adds an extra 
layer of feedback to your PuttView experience 
and makes it interactive. It enables you to see 
the actual path of the ball in relation to your 
intentions in real-time.



Track your  
performance

PuttView Ball Tracking helps to analyze 
your tendencies in a comprehensive 
dashboard. Create a session and track 
every ball played during practice. 
Knowing where your misses come from 
will make your practice even more 
effective over time.



Drills, random putts 
and challenges

Sometimes it is difficult to 
know where to start improving, 
predefined practice drills help you 
overcome that hurdle. Repeat 
the exercises on a frequent basis 
and track your improvement.



For family & friends

Invite your friends and turn the P7 into  
an interactive gaming board. Choose  
between various mulitplayer games like 
Putt Pong and Tic-Tac-Toe or prove your 
abilities at drills like Challenge Zone.  
Pick your favorite and get ready for  
an entertaining and addictive evening.



We regularly provide you with compelling 
new insights into the world of putting. 
Learn from players and coaches at the 
top the game, watch and download drills 
that will help you get the most out of your 
PuttView system and get deep dives into 
all things putting through our monthly 
blog. Make sure you don‘t miss out on any 
of this and subscribe to our Social Media 
channels as well as our Newsletter.

Enter the world 
of PuttView



Green design

*Green design for P7 and P7 Plus is the same.
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3 2% Moderate Slope 

0,5% Mild Slope

3% Severe Slope

With the Home Series we  
have created a special green 
design, that gives you all  
possible putt options inside 
the crucial distance of 10 feet. 
You can pick any putting  
scenario that you might  
encounter on a real green,  
but with a minimal space  
requirement.
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Unlimited  
possibilities

Move around the green freely! 
Choose any starting position 
you like and PuttView instantly 
calculates the putt. Every break, 
every distance, and every target 
is possible, so you can always 
practice exactly what you are 
looking for.



Technical specs

Green size

self-assembly

Touchscreen

3 real holes
1 projected holes

-

Installation

Controls

Holes

Multiple Balls

P7

60 ft2

6‘ x 10‘

self-assembly

Tablet

3 real holes
unlimited projected holes

P7 Plus

60 ft2

6‘ x 10‘



 8' 
 6'

6' 10''

5''

Product & shipment specs

Width green only

Green size

Weight

Width incl. tower

Min. ceiling height

Height 

Stimp (green speed)

Installation

Length

 10' 

 6' 2''  2' 9''

4'

6' 

330 lbs

8' 

7' 

6' 10'' 

11 - 12 

self-assembly

10'

60 ft2

550 lbs

6' 2''  x  2' 9'' x 4'

Shipping box weight

Shipping box size



Features

Ideal Line on / off

on / off

on / off
right / left

Aiming Line

Setup Line

P7

on / off, 
hole entry point / line, 
corridor (line / wire), 
animations (line, rolling balls), 
color, brightness, width, visual cues

on / off, 
aiming point / line, 
baseline, corridor (line / wire),  
color, brightness, width, visual cues

on / off,  
right / left, 
color, brightness, width, 
shift, rotate

P7 Plus



Features

Contour Lines on / off,
lines,
arrows,
slope percentage

-

value slider

Swing Guide

Power

Balltracking

Putt Info

P7

distance, true break, zero break 
line, apax, play as distance, 
launch speed, capture speed

on / off, 
lines, arrows, 
slope percentage, 
number of lines, 
brightness, width, 
animation, animation speed

on / off

value slider

P7 Plus



Features

Sketch Mode -

Ladder: 3x 
Star: 2x 
Straight: 2x 
Visual Cues: 2x 
Rolling Balls: 3x

6 different lengths

Shooter, 
Putt Pong, 
Tic-Tac-Toe,
Splash!

Drills

Random Putts

Games

P7

on / off, 
free draw, shapes (rectangle, circle, line),  
color, width,
save sketches, load sketches,
clear all, undo

Ladder: 3x 
Star: 2x 
Straight: 2x 
Visual Cues: 2x 
Rolling Balls: 3x

6 different lengths

Shooter, 
Putt Pong, 
Tic-Tac-Toe,
Splash!

P7 Plus



Features

Hole-Out-Challenge

1 account

putting sessions, 
dashboard (total putts,
putts holed, putts per session,  
distance putted, distance holed),
shot pattern,
player only

Challenge Zone

Profiles

Putting Statistics

P7

multiple accounts

account overview,
putting sessions, 
dashboard (strokes gained, launch direction, 
launch speed and other parameters),
insights (analyze and replay putts),
shot pattern, 
coach and player interaction,
notes

P7 Plus



Pricing

$9,980
PuttView P7

First year of PuttView Home subscription included, 
$180/year starting from year two

First year of PuttView Home subscription included, $180/year starting from year two. PuttView Home includes 
Ball Tracking (1 profile), updates and support. All prices are in USD and do not include VAT and Shipment. 
Prices subject to change. Get in touch to request a formal quote.

$14,980
PuttView P7 Plus

First year of PuttView Professional subscription included, 
$1,495/year starting from year two

PuttView 

Professional

Software

First year of PuttView Professional subscription included, $1,495/year starting from year two. PuttView 
Professional includes Ball Tracking (unlimited profiles), updates, support and hardware service. All prices are in 
USD and do not include VAT and Shipment. Prices subject to change. Get in touch to request a formal quote.



www.puttview.com
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